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013.07.0Abstract This paper focuses on the prediction of the safe autorotation landing operations of a
helicopter following engine failure. The autorotation landing procedure is formulated as a nonlinear
optimal control problem based on an augmented six-degree-of-freedom rigid-body ﬂight dynamic
model. First, the cost function and constraints are properly selected. The direct transcription
approach is then employed to solve the optimal control problem. For a UH-60 helicopter, the opti-
mal solutions with the rigid-body model are compared with those obtained using a two-dimensional
point-mass model. It is found that the optimal solutions using the two different models show rea-
sonably good agreement, and furthermore the optimal solutions using the rigid-body model involve
the time histories of angular rates and attitudes, lateral velocity and position, as well as pitch con-
trols. Finally the optimal control formulations with different cost functions are proposed for taking
account of 1-s time delay and minimum touchdown speed. The calculated control strategies and
trajectories are realistic.
ª 2013 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
According to statistics, 50% of helicopter crashes are due to
engine failure and there is one engine failure in every
10,000 h of operation. Therefore, of primary concern is how84892141.
il.com (W. Meng), crlae@
orial Committee of CJA.
g by Elsevier
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41to operate helicopter landing safely after engine failure. Auto-
rotation landing is usually used by helicopter pilots in case of
engine failure. Safety of the landing depends on various factors
such as the ambient conditions, the gross weight, and the skill
of the pilot. Flight tests are the ultimate methods of checking
the safety. However, these tests are very risky, time-consum-
ing, and expensive to conduct. To reduce risks and costs,
numerical optimization methods have been proposed to pre-
dict optimal safe landing procedures to provide a benchmark
of optimal maneuvers for ﬂight tests.
A number of works studied numerical optimization of
helicopter autorotation landing after engine failure with two-
dimensional point-mass models, but few with six-degree-of-
freedom rigid-body models.1–10 Johnson used nonlinearSAA & BUAA. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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helicopter in hover.1 Lee et al. extended the work of Johnson
by the addition of control and state inequality constraints.2,3
Floros modiﬁed and extended the works of Johnson and Lee
et al. further by using thrust coefﬁcient and disk angle as con-
trols instead of the horizontal and vertical components of
thrust coefﬁcient.4 They employed two-dimensional point-
mass models and found the collective pitch and rotor speed
time histories of the optimal solutions in good agreement with
those from ﬂight tests. Chen and Zhao investigated the optimal
trajectories for a twin-engine helicopter in one-engine-inopera-
tive vertical-takeoff-and-landing and short-takeoff-and-land-
ing terminal-area operations.5 To avoid discontinuity of the
thrust coefﬁcient at the point of engine failure, an augmented
two-dimensional point-mass model was used for the trajectory
optimization study. Jhemi studied optimal ﬂight of a helicopter
after engine failure with a two-dimensional point-mass model
and introduced a direct transcription method in conjunction
with a nonlinear programming algorithm to solve the optimi-
zation problem.6 Aponso et al. used a two-dimensional
point-mass model and a real-time trajectory optimization
method to show the capability of providing helicopter pilots
with autorotation guidance and training.7,8 The point-mass
models, however, could not involve the motions and con-
straints of helicopter attitudes, of which the pitch attitude in
particular plays an important role in a pilot’s view and safe
landing. Okuno et al. applied nonlinear optimal control theory
to a rigid-body model with longitudinal three degrees of free-
dom to predict the height-velocity diagram and to study the
optimal landing procedures for given initial ﬂight conditions.11
The rotor speed and pitch attitude time histories of the optimal
solutions are compatible with those of the ﬂight test data.
However, there are jump discontinuities of collective pitch
and cyclic pitch histories which are unrealistic. Besides, the
cyclic pitch history has kind of bang-bang type, which is differ-
ent from that of the ﬂight test data. Bottasso et al. studied the
computational procedures for rotorcraft trajectory optimiza-
tion to ensure ﬂyable trajectories and realistic control strate-
gies based on a longitudinal three-degree-of-freedom rigid-
body model.12,13 A six-degree-of-freedom rigid-body model is_u ¼ rv qwþ Fx=m
_v ¼ pw ruþ Fy=m
_w ¼ qu pvþ Fz=m
_p ¼ ½ðIxx  Iyy þ IzzÞIxzpq ðI2zz þ I2xz  IyyIzzÞqrþ IzzMx þ IxzMz
_q ¼ ½ðIzz  IxxÞpr Ixzðp2  r2Þ þMy=Iyy
_r ¼ ½ðI2xx þ I2xz  IxxIyyÞpq ðIxx  Iyy þ IzzÞIxzqrþ IxzMx þ IxxM
_/ ¼ pþ q sin / tan hþ r cos / tan h
_h ¼ q cos / r sin /
_w ¼ q sin / sec hþ r cos / sec h
_x ¼ u cos h cos wþ vðsin / sin h cos w cos / sin wÞ þ wðcos / s
_y ¼ u cos h sin wþ vðcos / cos wþ sin / sin h sin wÞ þ wðcos / s
_h ¼ u sin h v sin / cos h w cos / cos h
_X ¼ 1ðIR þ k2ItRÞX
PS  1g ðPmr þ PtrÞ
 
_PS ¼ 1tp ðPOEI  PSÞ
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:a more comprehensive model of deﬁning helicopter maneuver-
ing ﬂight and able to provide more valuable information on
ﬂight trajectory and control strategy. Bibik et al. studied the
optimal control of a helicopter after power failure using a lin-
ear-quadratic control approach based on a six-degree-of-free-
dom rigid-body model.14,15 However, the computed control
inputs are inadequate, because of the high frequency content
and unrealistically high control time rates.
In this paper, an augmented six-degree-of-freedom rigid-
body ﬂight dynamic model of a helicopter, described in terms
of a set of nonlinear differential–algebraic equations, is used
for this trajectory optimization study. Considering safety-re-
lated requirements and helicopter performance limits, the tra-
jectory optimization problem of helicopter autorotation
landing is then formulated into a nonlinear optimal control
problem. Finally, optimal solutions are obtained by solving
the optimal control problem using nonlinear programming.2. Dynamic model of a helicopter
A basic three-dimensional rigid-body ﬂight dynamic model of
a helicopter is given, with the following six degrees of freedom:
longitudinal, lateral, vertical translational motions, and roll,
pitch, yaw angular motions. The state variables are velocity
components of the helicopter’s center of gravity in the body
axes (u,v,w), roll, pitch, yaw rates (p,q, r), roll, pitch, yaw atti-
tudes (u,h,w), longitudinal, lateral, vertical positions (x,y,h),
main rotor rotational speed X, and available shaft power PS.
The control variables are main rotor collective pitch h0, lateral
cyclic pitch hc, longitudinal cyclic pitch hs, and tail rotor collec-
tive pitch ht. The governing equations are derived and summa-
rized below:where m is the helicopter mass; (Ixx, Iyy, Izz, Ixz) are
the nonzero components of the helicopter’s tensor of inertia;
(Fx,Fy,Fz,Mx,My,Mz) are the combined external forces and
moments in the body axes; Pmr, Ptr are the power required
by the main rotor and the tail rotor; g is the helicopter power
efﬁcient factor; IR, ItR are the polar moments of inertia of the
main rotor and the tail rotor; k is the ratio of nominal tail ro-
tor angular speed to nominal main rotor angular speed; tp is=ðIxxIzz  I2xzÞ
z=ðIxxIzz  I2xzÞ
in h cos wþ sin / sin wÞ
in h sin w sin / cos wÞ
ð1Þ
1382 W. Meng, R. Chenthe turboshaft engine time constant, and POEI is the maximum
one-engine-inoperative (OEI) power available.
The required power coefﬁcient of the main rotor Cpm is cal-
culated from the following equation16,17
Cpm ¼ CTlz  CHlx þ CSly þ KindfGCT
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
CT
2
r
vi
þ 1
8
rCDð1þ 4:7l2Þ
where CT, CH, CS are the main rotor thrust coefﬁcient, drag
force coefﬁcient, and side force coefﬁcient; (lx,ly,lz) are the
dimensionless velocity components of the main rotor hub in
the shaft axes; Kind is the induced power factor of the main ro-
tor; CD is the mean proﬁle drag coefﬁcient of main rotor
blades; r is the main rotor solidity ratio, and l is the main ro-
tor advance ratio. The normalized induced velocity of the main
rotor is computed using1,2
vi ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
U2t þ ð Uc þ viÞ2
q ð2 Uc þ 3Þ2 þ U2t > 1
Ucð0:373 U2c þ 0:598 U2t  1:991Þ otherwise
8><
>:
where
Uc ¼ lzﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
CT=2
p
Ut ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l2x þ l2y
CT=2
s
8>><
>>:
:
From Ref. 18, the ground effect factor fG is given by the follow-
ing expression
fG ¼ 1 rak
4CT
 ðR=4zÞ
2
1þ ðl=kÞ2
where R is the main rotor radius; a is the main rotor blade lift-
curve slope; k is the main rotor inﬂow ratio, and z is the main
rotor hub elevation above ground. The induced velocity of the
main rotor is given by1
vi ¼ KindvifG  XR
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
CT=2
p
To express the required power and induced velocity of the
main rotor conveniently, CT is used as an algebraic variable,
and the corresponding algebraic equation of CT is
17
CT  1
2
jar
1
3
þ 1
2
ðl2x þ l2yÞ
 
h0 þ 1
4
ð1þ l2x þ l2yÞh1

 1
2
k 1
2
lyhc 
1
2
lxhs þ
1
4
lxxx þ
1
4
lyxy

¼ 0 ð2aÞ
where j is the tip-loss factor of main rotor blades; h1 is the
main rotor blade twist, and (xx,xy,xz) is the dimensionless
angular velocity components of the helicopter in the shaft axes.
In a similar way, the algebraic equation of the tail rotor thrust
coefﬁcient Ct is incorporated
17
Ct  1
2
atrt
1
3
þ 1
2
l2t
 
ht þ 1
4
ð1þ l2t Þh1t 
1
2
kt
 
¼ 0 ð2bÞ
where at is the tail rotor blade lift-curve slope; rt is the tail ro-
tor solidity ratio; h1t is the tail rotor blade twist; lt is the tail
rotor advance ratio, and kt is the main rotor inﬂow ratio.
The differential–algebraic equations composed of Eqs. (1)and (2), thus describe the basic six-degree-of-freedom rigid-
body ﬂight dynamic model.
To account for the limits on control rates and avoid jump
discontinuities of controls, the time derivatives of h0, hc, hs,
and ht, instead of h0, hc, hs, and ht themselves, are used as con-
trol variables, denoted by u0, uc, us, and ut. The corresponding
differential equations are
_h0 ¼ u0; _hc ¼ uc; _hs ¼ us; and _ht ¼ ut ð3Þ
The augmented six-degree-of-freedom rigid-body ﬂight dy-
namic model is described as a semi-explicit index-one system of
differential–algebraic equations, consisting of Eqs. (1)-(3). In
this augmented rigid-body model, Eqs. (1) and (3) are system
differential equations, and Eq. (2) is path equality constraints
of the optimal control problem, with differential states u, v, w,
p, q, r, u, h, w, x, y, h, X, PS, h0, hc, hs, ht, algebraic states CT,
Ct, and control variables u0, uc, us, ut.
3. Formulation of optimal control problem
The helicopter is assumed to be in steady ﬂight at the time of
one-engine failure with rotor speed X0, forward speed V0,
height h0, ﬂight-path angle c0, and without sideway motion.
The trajectory optimization problem is to arrive at the ground
with small vertical and horizontal velocities subject to main-
taining acceptable conditions during the autorotation landing
with 1-s constant-control pilot delay. The optimal control
problem can therefore be formulated to minimize the velocity
at touchdown, subject to the equations of motion, initial con-
ditions, path constraints, and terminal constraints. The cost
function can be chosen as below10,11
min Jp ¼ uðtfÞ
ufmax
 2
þ wðtfÞ
wfmax
 2" #
where tf is the unspeciﬁed terminal time of the optimal control
problem; ufmax and wfmax are the horizontal and vertical com-
ponents of the maximum allowable touchdown speed. The
equations of motion are Eqs. (1) and (3). In addition to Eq.
(2), the following path constraints are considered
umin 6 uðtÞ 6 umax vmin 6 vðtÞ 6 vmax
wmin 6 wðtÞ 6 wmax pmin 6 pðtÞ 6 pmax
qmin 6 qðtÞ 6 qmax rmin 6 rðtÞ 6 rmax
/min 6 /ðtÞ 6 /max hmin 6 hðtÞ 6 hmax
wmin 6 wðtÞ 6 wmax xmin 6 xðtÞ 6 xmax
ymin 6 yðtÞ 6 ymax hðtÞP 0
Xmin 6 XðtÞ 6 Xmax PSmin 6 PSðtÞ 6 PSmax
CTmin 6 CTðtÞ 6 CTmax Ctmin 6 CtðtÞ 6 Ctmax
h0min 6 h0ðtÞ 6 h0max hcmin 6 hcðtÞ 6 hcmax
hsmin 6 hsðtÞ 6 hsmax htmin 6 htðtÞ 6 htmax
u0min 6 u0ðtÞ 6 u0max ucmin 6 ucðtÞ 6 ucmax
usmin 6 usðtÞ 6 usmax utmin 6 utðtÞ 6 utmax
8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
The initial conditions are determined by the ﬂight condi-
tions of the helicopter at the time of initial control actuation
after engine failure, i.e., the initial time of the optimal control
problem t0, equal to pilot delay time of 1 s. The corresponding
values of the state variables at time t0 are obtained numerically
by solving the initial-value problem of differential–algebraic
Study of helicopter autorotation landing following engine failure based on a six-degree-of-freedom 1383equations composed of Eqs. (1) and (2) with controls ﬁxed to
the initial trim values, using the backward differentiation for-
mulas. The terminal constraints are formulated as follows:
0 6 uðtfÞ 6 ufmax vðtfÞ ¼ 0
0 6 wðtfÞ 6 wfmax pðtfÞ ¼ 0
qðtfÞ ¼ 0 rðtfÞ ¼ 0
/ðtfÞ ¼ 0 hfmin 6 hðtfÞ 6 hfmax
wðtfÞ ¼ 0 yðtfÞ ¼ 0
hðtfÞ ¼ 0
8>>>><
>>>>:
For the nonlinear optimal control problem, in addition to
the different units used, the state and control variables differ
in the range of magnitude by great amounts. The computa-
tional efﬁciency and the rate of convergence of numerical opti-
mization methods, however, depend critically on the scales
used for the variables, especially in nonlinear problems. There-
fore, all the variables need to be normalized and scaled to
make them have the same range, e.g., [0,1]. Nondimensional-
ized and scaled quantities for the state and control variables
as well as the time used in the analysis are deﬁned as follows:
u ¼ 1
kvX0R
u v ¼ 1
kvX0R
v w ¼ 1
kvX0R
w
p ¼ kx
kvX0
p q ¼ kx
kvX0
q r ¼ kx
kvX0
r
/ ¼ / h ¼ h w ¼ w
x ¼ 1
kxR
x y ¼ 1
kxR
y h ¼ 1
kxR
h
X ¼ X
X0
CT ¼ CT
kT
Ct ¼ Ct
kT
h0 ¼ h0 hc ¼ hc hs ¼ hs
ht ¼ ht s ¼ kvX0
kx
t u0 ¼ kx
kvX0
u0
uc ¼ kx
kvX0
uc us ¼ kx
kvX0
us ut ¼ kx
kvX0
ut
PS ¼ kx
kvX
3
0ðIR þ k2ItRÞ
PS
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
where kx, kv, and kT are constant scaling factors. Thus the nor-
malized and scaled optimal control problem is readily derived.
This optimal control problem has the prospect of singular
arcs, which is often difﬁcult to solve. To overcome this short-
coming and reﬂect a pilot’s realistic control activity,12,13 the
cost function is augmented with a modifying term to yield
min J ¼ Jp þ 1
sf  s0
Z sf
s0
ðw1  u20 þ w2  u2c þ w3  u2s þ w4  u2t Þds
where w1, w2, w3, and w4 are the weighting functions associated
with control rates, usually taken as constants.4. Numerical solution techniques
The normalized and scaled optimal control problem is ex-
pressed as the following general continuous Bolza problem
for convenience in this section. Determine the control vector,
u(t), that minimizes the Bolza cost function
min J ¼ Uðxðt0Þ; t0; xðtfÞ; tfÞ þ 1
tf  t0 
Z tf
t0
gðxðtÞ; uðtÞ; tÞdtinvolving the state vector, x(t), the ﬁxed initial time, t0, the free
ﬁnal time, tf, subject to the state equations,
dx
dt
¼ fðxðtÞ; uðtÞ; tÞ; t 2 ½t0; tf
the boundary conditions,
uðxðt0Þ; t0; xðtfÞ; tfÞ
¼ 0
6 0

and the path constraints,
CðxðtÞ; uðtÞ; tÞ ¼ 0
6 0

; t 2 ½t0; tf
In this paper, the direct transcription approach is employed
to solve the nonlinear optimal control problem.19,20 This tech-
nique allows the optimal control problem to be transcribed
into a nonlinear programming problem (NLP). The basic idea
behind direct transcription involves discretizing the state and
control representation of a continuous trajectory.
The solution time interval [t0, tf] of the optimal control
problem is ﬁrst divided into N  1 segments so that
t0 ¼ t1 < t2 <    < tk <    < tN ¼ tf
Then for k= 1,2, . . . ,N  1, the node points can be deﬁned as
tkþ1 ¼ tk þ Dtk
In case of equally spaced division points,
Dtk ¼ ðtf  t0Þ=ðN 1Þ
In the direct transcription approach, the Hermite–Simpson
collocation method is used to discretize the state equations.
The corresponding NLP variables are
X ¼ ðx; u; umÞ1 ðx; u; umÞ2    ðx; u; umÞN1 ðx; uÞN tf½ 
with
xk ¼ xðtkÞ; uk ¼ uðtkÞ; umk ¼ uðtmkÞ; tmk ¼ ðtk þ tkþ1Þ=2
The state equations of the optimal control problem are rep-
resented by a set of defect equality constraints as follows
xkþ1  xk  Dtk
6
½fðxk; uk; tkÞ þ 4fðxmk ; umk ; tmkÞ
þ fðxkþ1; ukþ1; tkþ1Þ ¼ 0 ð4Þ
where the state vector at the midpoint of a segment [tk, tk+1] is
given by
xmk ¼
1
2
ðxk þ xkþ1Þ þ Dtk
8
½fðxk; uk; tkÞ  fðxkþ1; ukþ1; tkþ1Þ
The boundary conditions are imposed at the initial and ter-
minal node points as follows
uðx1; xN; t0; tfÞ
¼ 0
6 0

ð5Þ
The path constraints are enforced at all the node points and
midpoints of each trajectory segment as follows:
1384 W. Meng, R. ChenCðxk; uk; tkÞ
¼ 0
6 0

Cðxmk ; umk ; tmkÞ
¼ 0
6 0

8>><
>>:
ð6Þ
Eqs. (4)–(6) comprise the algebraic equality and inequality
constraints of the NLP. As a result of the transcription, the
cost function of the optimal control problem is replaced by
the performance index of the NLP
min I ¼ Uðx1; xN; t0; tfÞ þ 1
6
XN1
k¼1
1
N 1 ½gðxk; uk; tkÞ
þ 4gðxmk ; umk ; tmkÞ þ gðxkþ1; ukþ1; tkþ1Þ
Now the original optimal control problem is approximated
by the resulting NLP. The optimal solution X* of the NLP can
be obtained by solving the NLP numerically using a sparse
sequential quadratic programming algorithm. The optimal
solution of the optimal control problem can then be approxi-
mated from the information available at the solution X* of
the NLP. Speciﬁcally, for the state variables, piecewise cubic
Hermite interpolation of the discrete solution is used to con-
struct an approximation to the continuous solution by enforc-
ing the approximation to match the state at the node points
and the derivative of the approximation to match the deriva-
tive of the state at the node points. Besides, for the control
variables, piecewise parabolic interpolation of the discrete
solution is used to construct an approximation to the continu-
ous solution from the values at the node points as well as the
values of the control at the midpoints of each segment.(a) Horizontal velocity
(c) Descent rate
(e) Longitudinal flight path
Fig. 1 Comparison of the optimal solutions using t5. Results and discussion
A UH-60 helicopter is taken as the sample helicopter in this
work. To be compared with the optimal results computed
using a two-dimensional point-mass model in Ref. 5, the opti-
mal control inputs and autorotation landing trajectory are ﬁrst
calculated with the cost function J1 instead of J in the optimal
control problem. Here J1 is given by
min J1 ¼ wx  xf þ 1sf  s0

Z sf
s0
w1  u20 þ w2  u2c þ w3  u2s þ w4  u2t
 	
ds
where wx is a weighting factor corresponding to the horizontal
landing distance xf.
Fig. 1 compares the time histories of the optimal solutions
calculated using the six-degree-of-freedom rigid-body model
and a two-dimensional point-mass model5 for UH-60 helicop-
ters with a gross weight of 8618 kg. Fig. 2 shows the additional
time histories of the optimal solutions obtained using the six-
degree-of-freedom rigid-body model. The OEI initial condi-
tions are h0 = 38.1 m, c0 = 3, and V0 = 16.76 m/s, and
the safe touchdown vertical and horizontal speed limits are
1.524 m/s and 12.192 m/s, respectively. The engine failure is as-
sumed to happen at t= 0 s, and no time delay is applied, i.e.,
t0 = 0 s. The weighting factors are chosen as follows:
w1 = 2.0, w2 = 2.0, w3 = 1.0, w4 = 1.0, and wx = 0.2.
The comparison shown in Fig. 1 is reasonably good. There
is obvious difference between the time histories of the thrust(b) Normalized rotor speed
(d) Main rotor thrust coefficient
(f) Thrust vector inclination angle
he rigid-body model and the point-mass model.5
(a) Main rotor collective pitch          (b) Tail rotor collective pitch
(c) Lateral cyclic pitch (d) Lateral velocity
(e) Longitudinal cyclic pitch (f) Lateral flight path
(g) Roll rate (h) Roll attitude
(i)Pitch rate (j) Pitch attitude
(k) Yaw rate (l) Yaw attitude
Fig. 2 Additional time histories of the optimal solutions using the rigid-body model.
Study of helicopter autorotation landing following engine failure based on a six-degree-of-freedom 1385vector inclination angle immediately following engine failure.
This difference is largely due to the absence of equations and
constraints on the pitch angular motion in the point-mass
model, and the fact that the thrust vector inclination angle is
primarily produced by the pitch attitude. As a result, for the
point-mass model, the thrust vector is tilted backward to itslimit more rapidly to decelerate the aircraft, and therefore
more kinetic energy is utilized to replenish the rotational en-
ergy in the rotor. In addition to those time histories used to
compare with the optimal solutions using the point-mass mod-
el, the optimal solutions using the rigid-body model further-
more involve the time histories of angular rates and
1386 W. Meng, R. Chenattitudes, lateral velocity and position, as well as pitch con-
trols, as depicted in Fig. 2. In summary, the rigid-body model
can produce more satisfactory results.
The optimal control strategy shown in Fig. 2, which leads
to hard touchdown with the maximum safe touchdown descent
rate, differs from the autorotation technique employed in ﬂight
tests. In most of the ﬂight tests, a minimum time delay of 1 s
between engine failure and control actuation is required, and
pilots are normally instructed to obtain a minimum touch-
down speed. To reﬂect this piloting technique, the optimal con-(a) Horizontal velocity
(c) Descent rate
(e) Lateral velocity 
(g) Roll rate
(i) Pitch rate
Fig. 3 Comparison of the optimal soluttrol problem with the cost function J is solved, in which 1-s
time delay is taken into account. However, it is observed that,
for some cases of problems, the optimal control inputs are
hardly realistic, the optimal computed values of tf and xf are
often large, and the touchdown site in the optimal trajectory
usually does not correspond to the ﬁnal time instant tf.
21 To
address this issue, the optimal control problem can be refor-
mulated by modifying the cost function in two approaches.
One approach is to introduce the elapsed time (tf  t0) during
the optimal control ﬂight in the cost function as follows:(b) Longitudinal flight pitch
(d) Lateral flight path
(f) Normalized rotor speed
(h) Roll attitude
(j) Pitch attitude
ions with the cost functions Jt and Jx.
(k) Yaw rate (l) Yaw attitude
(m) Main rotor collective pitch (n) Tail rotor collective pitch
(o) Lateral cyclic pitch  (p) Longitudinal cyclic pitch
Fig. 3 (continued)
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ufmax
 2
þ wðtfÞ
wfmax
 2" #
þ wt  ðsf  s0Þ þ 1sf  s0

Z sf
s0
ðw1  u20 þ w2  u2c þ w3  u2s þ w4  u2t Þds
where wv is a weighting factor associated with the touchdown
speed and wt is a weighting factor corresponding to the opti-
mal control ﬂight time. Alternatively, one could introduce
the horizontal landing distance xf in the cost function as
follows
min Jx ¼ wv  uðtfÞ
ufmax
 2
þ wðtfÞ
wfmax
 2" #
þ wx  xf þ 1sf  s0

Z sf
s0
ðw1  u20 þ w2  u2c þ w3  u2s þ w4  u2t Þds
where wx is a weighting factor corresponding to the horizontal
landing distance xf. The weighting factors in the cost function
are used to adjust the relative importance of the corresponding
terms with respect to the others.
Fig. 3 compares the time histories of the optimal solutions
calculated with the cost function Jt and Jx for a UH-60 heli-
copter with a gross weight of 8618 kg. The OEI initial condi-
tions are h0 = 38.1 m, c0 = 3, and V0 = 16.76 m/s, and
the safe touchdown vertical and horizontal speed limits are
1.524 m/s and 12.192 m/s, respectively. The engine failure is as-
sumed to happen at t= 0 s, and 1-s time delay is applied, i.e.,
t0 = 1 s. The weighting factors are chosen as follows:
w1 = 4.0, w2 = 4.0, w3 = 2.0, w4 = 1.0, wv = 0.015,wt = 0.1 in the cost function Jt, and w1 = 2.5, w2 = 2.5,
w3 = 2.0, w4 = 1.0, wv = 0.015, wx = 0.1 in the cost function
Jx.
The optimal solutions calculated with the cost functions Jt
and Jx are in fairly good agreement. For the optimal control
strategies obtained with the cost functions Jt and Jx, the rates
of descent are reduced to 1.106 m/s and 1.298 m/s at touch-
down, while at the same time the horizontal speeds remain
at 10.924 m/s and 9.851 m/s, respectively. This work did not
try to reduce the landing speed further, considering the feasi-
bility of the control strategies. The optimal control formula-
tion with the cost function either Jt or Jx is able to produce
reasonable control strategies and trajectories.
6. Conclusions
(1) The optimal control method has been applied success-
fully to an augmented six-degree-of-freedom rigid-body
ﬂight dynamic model to study the safe control strategy
and autorotation landing trajectory for a twin-engine
helicopter after one-engine failure.
(2) The optimal solutions obtained using the six-degree-of-
freedom rigid-body model and a two-dimensional
point-mass model show reasonably good agreement. In
addition, the optimal solutions using the six-degree-of-
freedom rigid-body model furthermore involve the time
histories of angular rates and attitudes, lateral velocity
and position, as well as pitch controls.
1388 W. Meng, R. Chen(3) Taking account of 1-s time delay and minimum touch-
down speed, the optimal control formulations proposed
in this paper are able to produce reasonable control
strategies and trajectories.
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